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s ummer is just around the bend, boys and girls. If you haven't already gotten your perfect sets of swimwear for the season, now is the 
time to do it. Here are some of the hottest pieces we found at the ultra hot lntemationaljock.com retailer and super value spot 
SwimOutlet.com.

r\e^x~\s Stylets
Lots to choose from to bring on the summer sizzle!

^Vonn€^m s fashions
Select from classic styles to sleek 

bikinis for soaking up the rays!

.Insight
Princess
Leia
Bikini
set

Diesel Trophy Swim 
Brief

Get the perfect 
classic flair with a 
modern, sleek and 
sexy style.
$57.95
www.swimoutlet.com

Kenneth Cole 
Swimdress
Swim, relax or hang out by the 
bar at the pool in Kenneth Cole's 
Reaction Technicolor Rouched 
Halter Swimdress. Perfect for 
lounging around the pool and 
walks down the beach.
$87.95
www.swimoutlet.com

Speedo Lycra 
Solar Brief
Looking for that classic 
swimwear style? Speedo's 
popular Solar swim briefs 
are the perfect fit (literally!). 
Lycra briefs feature a flat 
drawstring waist and lined 
front panel. Speedo logo 
on left leg.
$28
www.internationaljock.com

Show off your most prized 
possessions, men! Maybe Diesel 

should call these trophy "profilers." 
$52 . www.internationaljock.com

LASC 
Profiler 
Swim Brief

Sauvage Swimmer Trunks
Loose-fitting with the right amount of sup

port where it matters. Relax in a pair of 
these trunks without being bound up by 

long board shorts or too exposed by briefs.
$38.95. www.swimoutletx;om

They call them "Profiler" 
for a reason, boys.
Los Angeles 

Sporting Club's
swim briefs are bound to catch the other 
guys' attention. I think we'd like the white 
ones on you, but only after you get out of 
the pool.
$39 www.intemationaljock.com

9 m Tulio #10 Swim Brief
Dramatic. Sexy. Sleek. These bold swim 
briefs focus the eyes squarely on the 
one place that matters. Think you're an 
eight? Seven? Not in these briefs, baby. 
You're a 10!
$38 www.intemationaljock.com

New Q-Notes website streamlines online user experience
Online growth continues at fast clip

In our continued quest to make our readers' online 
experience better, Q-Notes has unveiled a new website 
design with richer and easier-to-utilize features. The 
redesign and streamlined experience comes as Q-Notesf 
online readership continues to grow in amazing ways. In 
the past year, online readership and traffic had doubled 
and now rivals our print edition's circulation numbers.

As the news industry nationwide sees radical change in 
the nature of news publishing and media consumption, we 
will continue to respond and push forward with fresh and 
exciting New Media innovations for our readers.

Some of the new site design's advanced features are 
listed here.

Streamlined navigation bar — Use our new menu 
bar with drop down menus to quickly navigate to your 
favorite columns and news items.

Interactive menu — Our new and quite noticable 
interactive menu puts the best of our New Media con

tent at center stage. Quickly access our QPoll, photos, 
multimedia and "Spotlight" feature, a new section 
quickly profiling the good work of community organiza
tions, leaders and businesses, and neat upcoming events 
and more.

QCuide — Find the most up-to-date, most compre
hensive LCBT nightlife, dining, community and events 
guide in the Carolines. More and rnore clubs, bars, 
cafes, restaurants and resources are to be added 
through the rest of the month and then whenever we 
find something so totally cool and exciting we just have 
to share it with you!

Multimedia — Our new multimedia page layout 
makes it easier to find and view your favorite Q-Nqtes 
news and entertainment videos and audio interviews.

Don't forget, you can still vote in the QList, the 
Best of the LCBT Carolinas — Readers' Pick, at 
www.q-notes.com/qlist. Voting will end May 13. •
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